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ABSTRACT
In the process of designing a new fault tolerant run-time
for future exascale systems, we discovered that a total order
broadcast would be necessary. That is, nodes of a supercomputer should be able to broadcast messages to other nodes
even in the face of failures. All messages should be seen in
the same order at all nodes.
While this is a well studied problem in distributed systems, few researchers have looked at how to perform total
order broadcasts at large scales for data availability. Our
experience implementing a published total order broadcast
algorithm showed poor scalability at tens of nodes. In this
paper we present a novel algorithm for total order broadcast
which scales logarithmically in the number of processes and
is not delayed by most process failures.
While we are motivated by the needs of our run-time we
believe this primitive is of general applicability. Total order
broadcasts are used often in datacenter environments and
as HPC developers begins to address fault tolerance at the
application level we believe they will need similar primitives.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Researchers have advocated for algorithm-based fault tolerance [5] to improve HPC software. We have begun the
design and implementation of an HPC run-time, EbbRT [2],
which allows for developers to encapsulate and express fault
tolerance and communication of individual software components. In particular, developers write software in an object
model called Elastic Building Blocks(Ebbs). Each instance of
an Ebb can have a unique and dynamic distributed internal
structure of per-processor representatives that are encapsulated behind it’s method-based interface. The Ebb developer
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specifies when and how a representative should be created
and behave to satisfy the Ebb’s methods. This may include
replicating and partitioning data to other representatives.
Individual methods may operate on the data of a single perprocessor representative of an Ebb instance or the data of
any sub-set of the representatives by using communications
primitives in the methods’ implementations. The runtime
provides mechanisms for locating and managing the representatives of an Ebb. The client of an Ebb does not have any
knowledge of how the Ebb is implemented, only the interface to which it makes calls. A client is both unaware of the
internal distributed structure or dynamic changes to it such
as growth, shrinkage, or complete replacement. We have
explored this object model in the context of shared memory multi-processors and found it to be an effective way to
encapsulate communication oriented optimizations and dynamic adaptation [1, 15].
A central feature of the runtime is provisioning and management of an application wide consistent namespace of Ebb
identifiers (EbbIds). An EbbId can be bound and unbound
from an Ebb instance and all calls to an Ebb are directed
through an EbbId that is bound to the instance. Scalable
and dynamic behavior is facilitated through a lazy and ondemand resolution of an EbbId to an Ebb instance. Ebbs are
invoked like normal objects using a common typed EbbId on
all processors, however, to ensure scalability and dynamic
behavior we adopt a miss model. When an invocation of
a method of an Ebb instance is first made on a processor,
through an EbbId, an Ebb specific miss function that is
bound to the EbbId is invoked. In this function the Ebb
programmer can specify what actions should be taken – eg.
construction, initialization and binding of a new representative for this processor to the EbbId; or redirection of the call
to an existing representative; or even the construction of a
completely new Ebb instance to which the EbbId should be
rebound too such that all future calls on all processors will
target this new instance. The miss approach is core to how
dynamic and reactive Ebb behavior can be achieved. The
consistency, scalability and efficiency of the EbbId namespace operations, specifically the translation of an EbbId to a
miss function and updates to this binding, are of important
concern.
In our previous work, miss function bindings were stored

in hardware provided consistent globally shared memory and
so every processor could locate the miss function associated
with a particular ID when a miss occurred and updates via
binds and unbinds could be well ordered. In our current
work, however, given our supercomputer target, we cannot
rely on global shared memory across all processors in the
system and we must contend with processor/node failure.
The component of our system responsible for locating the
miss behavior currently bound to given Id therefore requires
a new design. The functionality we require can in fact be
mapped directly to a key-value store. When a miss function
is bound to an EbbId, it can be viewed as a PUT operation
on a key in a key-value store. Equivalently, when a miss
occurs, locating the miss function for the given EbbId is
a simple GET operation on the key. While a given Ebb
may, for high performance, implement weak consistency of
its internal data across its representatives there is value in
having the EbbId namespace itself be strongly consistent.
Doing so can help ensure that the Ebb developer can rely on
simple global semantics for the ordering of bind and unbind
operations on EbbIds.
In order to achieve an efficient implementation of the EbbId
namespace it is worth considering in its design how EbbId
will be operated on. We expect that misses occur much
more frequently than bind operations do. In fact we would
like misses to be able to be serviced locally on each processor so they do not have to block the executing thread
to fetch remote data. If every miss blocks, then potentially
any Ebb invocation could block which can be challenging for
a programmer to cope with. We, therefore, have designed
our system so that all miss function updates (binds and unbinds) via a PUT, are sent to all nodes in the system so that
lookups via a GET on an EbbId can be performed locally.
Given our goal for a simple consistent view of the namespace, updates to the miss function via a PUT to an EbbId
should be seen in the same order on all processors. In distributed systems literature, this primitive is referred to as a
total order broadcast [10].
While total order broadcast is a well studied primitive for
building fault tolerant systems, few researchers have looked
at how to perform total order broadcasts at large scales for
data availability. Our experience implementing a published
total order broadcast algorithm showed poor scalability with
tens of nodes. We require better performance to meet the
needs of our system. In this paper we present a novel algorithm for total order broadcast which scales logarithmically
in the number of processes and is not delayed by most process failures. While we are motivated by the needs of our
run-time and the EbbId namespace, we believe this primitive is of general applicability.
This paper is structured as follows..

2.

RELATED WORK

There exists a considerable amount 9of prior work on
constructing total order broadcast algorithms. Similarly,
a closely related primitive, consensus, has been well studied. Both of these primitives are used commonly to allow a
set of servers to behave together as a single replicated state
machine [18]. All servers run a copy of the same deterministic state machine logic and all messages are received at
all servers in the same order. This allows for a number of
servers to fail without causing the entire state machine to
fail and thus provides some degree of fault tolerance.

Paxos [16] is the most common consensus algorithm and
been implemented by Google for use in their Chubby [7]
distributed lock service as well as other services [3, 9]. Microsoft has also implemented Paxos for use in their Autopilot
automatic data center management infrastructure [14].
Yahoo’s Zookeeper [11] exports an API which allows clients
to manipulate a hierarchical namespace. To guarantee that
writes to the namespace satisfy linearizability, the authors
designed and implemented a total order broadcast called
Zab [17].
Most implementations are designed to scale only to the
number of servers necessary to tolerate failures. A handful
of servers is generally sufficient for this purpose. Clients
requiring service must make remote requests to the relatively
small number of servers in the replicated state machine. As
such most uses of these primitives are to store infrequently
modified data such as what services are available at which
servers, work queues or synchronization primitives such as
global locks. In contrast, our demands are for a primitive
that allows for all machines in the system to participate in
the total order broadcast and therefore we depend on an
algorithm with good scalability.
Recently, the MPI Fault Tolerance Working Group has
proposed a number of modifications to the MPI specification
in order to allow for applications to tolerate failures. One
such proposal required the construction of a primitive to
allow all processes to come to consensus on the set of failed
processes [13] and an efficient and scalable implementation
was published [6]. While it has been shown that total order
broadcast can be easily achieved with consensus [8], we have
adopted to explore an algorithm that provides a stronger
ordering, namely primary order [17], not achievable with a
consensus algorithm. Primary order is more naturally suited
to implementing namespaces such as our EbbId namespace.

3.

SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we formally describe the system model and
assumptions upon which we design our total order broadcast
algorithm. We use terminology from distributed systems
literature and earlier total order broadcast descriptions. A
brief summary of this terminology is included below.
Our system contains an ordered set of processes Π =
p1 , p2 , ..., pn processes. We refer to a process’s position in
the set as its rank. Note that while we use the term process, one could equivalently say server or node. Processes
may fail and do not recover. A process that has not failed is
called a correct process. Each correct process can send messages to every other correct process; no network partitions
can occur. Messages between each pair are delivered in the
order they were sent and cannot be lost or corrupted.
Each process is equipped with a perfect failure detector [8].
The failure detector reports suspected process failures with
the following properties:
Strong completeness: Every failed process is eventually
suspected by every correct process.
Strong accuracy: No process is suspected before it crashes.
The construction of reliable networks and perfect failure
detectors is outside of the scope of this paper. However, we
are not alone in believing this system model is reasonable
for fault tolerant supercomputers. These assumptions are

equivalent to the assumptions made in proposals for updating the MPI specification to address fault tolerance [6, 4].
In our algorithm, one process will be elected as the primary, ρ. The primary is the only process allowed to issue
a total order broadcast. We say that a total order broadcast causes other processes to deliver a message. The act
of delivering a message makes it available to applicationlevel software. When a primary fails, a new primary will
be elected. At most only one primary is active at a time.
Over time there is a sequence of primaries: ρ1 ρ2 ...ρe ρe+1 ...,
where ρe ∈ Π. We say a primary ρe precedes a primary ρe0 ,
ρe ≺ ρe0 , if e < e0 .
Formally, our total order broadcast has the following properties [17]:

Figure 1: The Broadcast Phase
(a) The primary (in red) issues a P ROP OSE message
which is sent to all processes down the tree

Integrity: If some process delivers a message m, then some
process has broadcast m. This property prevents messages from being erroneously delivered.
Total Order If some process pi has delivered m before
m0 then if a process pj delivers m0 , then it must have
delivered m before m0 .
Agreement: If some process pi delivers m and some process pj delivers m0 , then either pi delivers m0 or pj
delivers m. This process prevents disjoint groups of
message deliveries.

(b) Acknowledgments are combined back up the tree

Additionally, our algorithm ensures primary order delivery expressed as follows:
Local primary order If a primary broadcasts m before
it broadcasts m0 , then a process that delivers m0 must
have delivered m before m0
Global primary order If a primary ρi broadcasts m and
a primary ρj , ρi ≺ ρj , broadcasts m’, then if a process
delivers both m and m0 then it must deliver m before
m0 .

4.

ALGORITHM

In this section we describe an initial version of the algorithm which is optimized in the next section. Our algorithm
has two phases. While there is an active primary, we are in
the Broadcast phase. When the active primary fails, a new
one must be chosen in the Recovery phase. We first discuss
the Broadcast phase followed by the Recovery phase.

4.1

Broadcast Phase

The broadcast phase is illustrated in Figure 1. Conceptually the broadcast phase is a two-phase commit without
aborts. To ensure that messages which are delivered do not
get lost, first the primary sends a P ROP OSE message including the message to be delivered. All processes that receive a propose message shall store the message in a local
log but not deliver it. All processes then send an ACK back
to the primary. Once all processes have acknowledged the
reception of the proposal, the primary sends a COM M IT
message which causes all processes to deliver the previously
proposed message to the clients. Note that the COM M IT
does not need to contain the contents of the message to be
delivered, as it was contained in the P ROP OSE. Instead,
an identifier is sufficient to correlate the COM M IT to an
earlier P ROP OSE.

(c) Once all correct processes have acknowledged the proposal, the primary sends a COM M IT message down the
tree

To efficiently send these messages, the primary uses a tree
overlay network. The tree has the property that for every
sub-tree, the root is the lowest ranked process in that subtree. We denote the largest ranked process in the subtree
rooted at p, maxp . Another property of the tree is that for
all processes p, the subtree p contains all correct processes in
the interval [p, maxp ]. We discuss how such a tree is formed
in the next subsection. This structure allows for each process p to be responsible for sending messages to all correct
processes in the interval [p, maxp ]. This is done recursively
by having each child responsible for a subset of the range
of processes in the tree. A process that receives a message
passes it on to its children who in turn pass it on to their
children. Each process is responsible for only sending two
messages (assuming a binary structure) and the longest path
only goes through logarithmically many processes.
Acknowledgments flow in the reverse direction. When a
leaf process receives a P ROP OSE message it sends an acknowledgment to its parent in the tree. Once a process p has
detected that all of the processes in its subtree (the processes
in the interval [p, maxp ]) have either failed or acknowledged
the message 1 , p sends an ACK to its parent. In the case
of no failures, ACK messages from all children is sufficient
to determine that an ACK may be sent to the parent. To
understand what happens in the case of failures, we observe
that an ACK from process p represents that all correct processes in the interval [p, maxp ] have received the proposal.
A process can send an ACK to its parent once the intervals
for which and ACK has been received cover the set of correct processes. This means that a process must keep track of
the set of correct processes in its subtree to determine that
an ACK can be sent up.
If a process p recognizes that its parent has failed then
it attempts to connect to its closest ancestor. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Given that p may have missed a number
of messages since becoming disconnected from the tree. It
sends a RECON N ECT message to its new parent which
includes its state: the most recently seen proposal, most
recently acknowledged proposal, and the most recently seen
commit. Note that while a process reconnects others may be
concurrently acknowledging proposals as seen in Figure 2b.
The new parent, using its log, re-sends any proposals and
commits that have been missed. The child then in turn sends
these messages to their children as before. A simple optimization is to send all the proposals and the last committed
message id as a single message upon reconnect. The parent
also adopts this new child and sends it any future messages.
As long as the primary does not fail, a process will always
find an ancestor.
Before we explain how recovery occurs in the case where
the primary fails, we discuss a few properties of this broadcast. All operations scale logarithmically in the number of
processes. In practice, due to failures, the tree may become
quite skewed due to parents adopted many children. Indeed,
prior work has shown that rerouting over a tree to handle
failures can degrade performance [12]. Therefore, it may be
necessary to occasionally rebalance the tree.
Additionally, one may be concerned that the log of messages must grow indefinitely. However, any message which
1
Here we rely on the failure detectors to inform us that a
failure has occured. As such in the presence of failures the
latency of an acknowledgment is determined in part by the
failure detector’s timeliness

Figure 2: A non primary failure
(a) If a failure occurs, some processes
may miss messages

(b) Once a process recognizes that its
parent has failed, it attempts to reconnect to its nearest ancestor

(c) The new parent sends any missed
messages

(d) The children acknowledge any proposals as before

(e) The new parent continues to send
new messages to the children

is committed is known to be logged on all processes and so is
safe to be deleted (it is only necessary to know the id of the
most recently committed message). So the log only needs to
be as long as the maximum number of outstanding proposals. Such a limit can be easily imposed by the primary by
allowing only m proposals to be outstanding.

4.2

Recovery Phase

The Recovery phase begins when the primary has failed.
Once a process determines that all lower ranked processes
have failed, it knows it shall be the next primary. Due to the
properties of the failure detector, this is an accurate assessment. The first responsibility of a new primary is to construct a tree overlay network. Once the tree is completed,
the primary must ensure that any message that was previously delivered by any process gets delivered by all processes
before new messages get proposed. Because all messages are
acknowledged by all correct processes before a commit message is sent, the new primary must have all messages that
could have been committed by any process.
The new tree construction is quite complicated due to the
fact that processes that have not been connected to the tree
yet cannot initiate a reconnection on the new tree because
they are unaware of its existence. The new tree is constructed by having the primary, ρ, select the next smallest
ranked correct process, minρ , and the median ranked correct process medρ , as its children. These children are then
responsible for the processes in the range [minρ , medρ − 1]
and [medρ , maxρ ] respectively. The primary then sends a
CON ST RU CT T REE message to its children containing
the maximum rank they are responsible for. This message
also must contain the child’s path to the root of the new tree
to allow it to recover from failures. This path is at most logarithmic in the number of processes. The children then recursively choose children and assign ranges. Once a leaf process
receives a message from its parent, it acknowledges successful construction of the tree with an ACK T REE message.
Once a parent receives acknowledgments from both of its
children, it sends an acknowledgment to its parent. In the
event that the child of a parent fails, the parent chooses the
next smallest ranked process (compared to the failed child)
as its new child and attempts to reconstruct the subtree
again.
Once the tree is constructed, the new primary sends the
set of outstanding proposals to all processes; this is a done
by sending a RECOV ER P ROP OSE message. Some processes may have proposals that were not seen by the new
primary. These proposals could not have been committed
as there are processes which have not seen the proposal (at
least the primary has not), and so they are deleted. Once
all correct processes acknowledge reception of the proposals
with a RECOV ER ACK message from the primary, the
primary can issue a RECOV ER COM M IT message which
causes all outstanding proposals to be delivered. Once this
is complete, the recovery is complete and the broadcast is
re-entered. One may be concerned with sending all outstanding proposals to recover, as this may be quite a large
message. One optimization would be for each child to send
to its parent the id of the most recently seen proposal in the
ACK T REE message. The parent then only needs to send
those proposals that the child does not have (or a message
to truncate the log if necessary).
Because there may a delay between processes recogniz-

ing that a primary has failed, it is possible that a process receives messages from multiple trees. Therefore, included with all messages sent in both phases is the rank of
the current primary. This allows a process to ignore messages sent on a tree from an earlier, failed, primary. The
first message any process will receive on a new tree is a
RECOV ER P ROP OSE message which may cause a process to adopt a higher ranked primary. Once all processes
have acknowledged a RECOV ER P ROP OSE it can be determined that no P ROP OSE or COM M IT messages from
earlier primaries will be handled.

5.

REFINEMENT

In the case of no primary failure, the latency of a single
total order broadcast is the latency of the P ROP OSE message being sent and acknowledged by all processes plus the
latency of the COM M IT message. While each part scales
logarithmically in the number of processes, the latency is
quite sensitive to failures. If a single non-primary process
fails before acknowledging the P ROP OSE message, then
the entire broadcast is delayed until its children detect the
failure and reconnect to the tree to receive the broadcast.
This may take quite some time as, in practice, the failure
detectors may take a while to be confident that a process has
failed. As the number of processes in the system increases,
the likelihood of any process failing, and therefore a delay
occurring, increases.
The purpose of waiting for the acknowledgment from all
processes is to ensure that every message is sufficiently replicated in case of a primary failure. However, it is likely unnecessary to replicate the message to all processes to tolerate
primary failure. If we would like to tolerate f failures then
f + 1 replicas is sufficient. We expect that for many applications f is significantly smaller than the total number of
processes. We wish to send the message to all processes for
the purposes of availability, but this can be done out of band
from the replication of a message to tolerate primary failure. Doing so increases throughput and decreases latency of
broadcasts.
We therefore propose a modification to the algorithm described above. The modification is illustrated in Figure 3.
The first f + 1 processes shall be called replicas. Only a
replica is allowed to become the primary. When a new primary takes over it constructs a tree of replicas and issues
proposals and commits to them as before. The remaining
processes are called listeners. A new primary constructs
a second tree containing only listeners. Instead of sending
proposals and awaiting acknowledgments, the primary only
needs to send an IN F ORM message to all the listeners once
a proposal has been acknowledged by all replicas. The listeners then immediately deliver the message. Remembering
that a COM M IT message only needs to contain the id of
a message previously sent and not the contents of the entire
message, it is not sufficient to send COM M IT messages.
Rather, the IN F ORM must contain the message contents.
The advantage of this modification is that any listener
failure (which is considerably more likely than any replica
failure) only delays reception of a message for the members
of the subtree rooted at the failure site. Further messages
can still be proposed and acknowledged while this failure
is repaired. Once the failure is repaired, the subtree will
receive all missed IN F ORM messages.
Recovery proceeds similarly,
only replicas re-

Figure 3: Modified Algorithm Broadcast Phase
(a) The P ROP OSE message is only sent to the
replicas (in blue) on a separate tree

ceive RECOV ER P ROP OSE
messages and acknowledge them.
When the new primary sends a
RECOV ER COM M IT message to the replicas, it
also sends a RECOV ER IN F ORM message to the
listeners.
One issue that may arise is that it is not possible to bound
the number of messages that a listener has missed during a
failure. Processes therefore must keep a complete history
of messages in order to handle all possible reconnects. This
could be addressed in a number of ways. For example, only
a limited number of messages are stored in the log and a
snapshot that represents the delivery of older messages could
be sent in the event that the log is not sufficient.

6.

(b) The replicas combine acknowledgments back to
the primary as before

(c) Once all correct replicas have acknowledged the
proposal, a COM M IT message is sent to the replicas while a IN F ORM message is sent to the listeners (in green)

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a scalable, fault tolerant
total order broadcast algorithm. A single process, the primary, is responsible for ordering all messages. Messages are
replicated sufficiently before delivering them in order to recover from a primary failure. The algorithm makes use of
a tree overlay network to efficiently replicate, acknowledge,
and deliver messages. Failures in the overlay network are efficiently routed around by having children reconnect to their
nearest ancestor.
The latency of a single broadcast scales logarithmically
with the number of processes participating in the broadcast.
We believe that this will enable future exascale systems to
take advantage of the strong ordering guarantees we provide even in the face of failures. Additionally, due to the
modification of our initial algorithm, most failures will not
delay future messages from being replicated, acknowledged
and delivered. This is critical at scales where failures are
common place.
We have defined a more formal specification for our algorithm and derived an associated proof of its correctness.
We will present both in future publications. We are currently developing an implementation targeting Bluegene for
experimental evaluation. Our next steps will be to integrate an implementation into EbbRT in order to implement
the EbbId namespace. As part of this work we will expand
our approach to permit nodes to be dynamically added to
the namespace and hence extend the algorithm as necessary. Finally we will evaluate the algorithm and associated
implementations for their fault tolerance and performance.
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